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Kinetic energy equipartition is a premise for many deterministic and stochastic molecular dynamics methods
that aim at sampling a canonical ensemble. While this is expected for real systems, discretization errors
introduced by the numerical integration may lead to deviations from equipartition. Fortunately, backward
error analysis allows us to obtain a higher-order estimate of the quantity that is actually subject to equipar-
tition. This is related to a shadow Hamiltonian, which converges to the specified Hamiltonian only when the
time-step size approaches zero. This paper deals with discretization effects in a straightforward way. With a
small computational overhead, we obtain refined versions of the kinetic and potential energies, whose sum is
a suitable estimator of the shadow Hamiltonian. Then, we tune the thermostatting procedure by employing
the refined kinetic energy instead of the conventional one. This procedure is shown to reproduce a canonical
ensemble compatible with the refined system, as opposed to the original one, but canonical averages regarding
the latter can be easily recovered by reweighting. Water, modeled as a rigid body, is an excellent test case
for our proposal because its numerical stability extends up to time steps large enough to yield pronounced
discretization errors in Verlet-type integrators. By applying our new approach, we were able to mitigate
discretization effects in equilibrium properties of liquid water for time-step sizes up to 5 fs.
Keywords: Molecular Dynamics, Thermostat, Shadow Hamiltonian, Backward Error Analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation involves several
types of approximations in the quest for mimicking real
systems. Naively, we tend to rank simulation results by
their proximity to experimental data and attribute any
disagreement to a lack of accuracy of the employed force
field. However, systematic errors can possibly be hid-
den in these deviations, being the cause of non-physical
behavior. It has been recently shown1 that erroneous
simulation results2,3 were the cause of a long-standing
controversy4 about a liquid-liquid transition believed to
exist for supercooled water. In this case, hybrid Monte
Carlo steps were employed with initial velocities that
failed to comply with the equipartition between trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom.1 As a matter
of fact, similar ill-partitioning of kinetic energy can arise
in MD simulations, either associated with noncanonical
rescaling of velocities5 or as an artifact due to the dis-
cretization of the equations of motion. This can affect not
only the translation/rotation equipartition in rigid-body
systems,6,7 but also the distribution of energy among
molecules of distinct sizes.8 The issue with rigid-body
MD is relevant not only because water9 and other small
molecules are usually modeled as rigid bodies, but also
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because designing proteins, nanoparticles, or other large
structures as collections of interconnected bodies10–12 can
be seen as a useful coarse-graining strategy. It also
brings into question the NVT-MD method developed by
Kamberaj, Low, and Neal13 (KLN) who, by assuming
equipartition, coupled two independent thermostats to
the translational and rotational degrees of freedom. As
we will show here, the method fails to reproduce the spec-
ified temperature even for time-step sizes typically em-
ployed in MD. In fact, Davidchack6 recommends that the
use of separate thermostats for translation and rotation
should always be avoided. Nonetheless, the cited double-
thermostat method is available in software packages such
as HOOMD-blue14 and LAMMPS15 and has been applied
to simulate small molecules,16–18 membranes,19 molecu-
lar motors,20 micelles,21 and nanoparticles,22 in spite of
all the issues observed here.
For a symplectic integration of Hamiltonian equations
of motion, the breakdown of equipartition is arguably
only apparent.8 The produced trajectory actually fol-
lows the dynamics dictated by a shadow Hamiltonian,23
which is no longer separable into exclusively momentum-
and position-dependent parts and only coincides with the
specified Hamiltonian as the time-step size approaches
zero. Therefore, what seems to occur, in fact, is a failure
to identify the quantity that is subject to equipartition
in place of the specified kinetic energy. As Eastwood
et al.8 have shown, Tolman’s generalized equipartition
theorem24 holds at least for small steps, when such a
shadow kinetic energy keeps displaying a quadratic de-
pendency on the momenta. The authors then employed
backward error analysis to successfully eliminate the ar-
2tifacts mentioned above. As we manage to demonstrate
here, their findings can be extended to the symplectic
integration of rigid-body motion as well.
Issues arise in NVT-MD because thermostatting meth-
ods usually rely on the corollary of the equipartition the-
orem which relates temperature to kinetic energy. Thus,
it seems reasonable to argue that a thermostat should
regulate the shadow kinetic energy instead of the speci-
fied one. However, the theory underlying the concept and
computation of shadow Hamiltonians is only applicable
to symplectic equations and symplectic integrators, thus
ruling out most NVT-MD methods in use today. In this
paper, we devise a novel procedure that is able to over-
come this limitation in the case of global thermostatting
methods such as, for instance, the Nose´-Hoover Chain
(NHC),25 the Stochastic Velocity Rescaling,26 and the
Nose´-Hoover-Langevin27,28 methods. It consists in us-
ing a splitting-based numerical integrator that entails a
Hamiltonian component and then applying backward er-
ror analysis to that part only. This allows one to obtain,
with minimal computational overhead, a refined kinetic
energy and a refined Hamiltonian as suitable estimators
of their shadow counterparts. By recasting the thermo-
stat equations with such a refined kinetic energy, we are
able to predict its equipartition and reproduce a canoni-
cal ensemble consistent with the refined Hamiltonian. Fi-
nally, a reweighting procedure yields ensemble averages
which are, instead, consistent with the specified one. For
simplicity, we restrict our detailed derivation to the case
of a NHC thermostat.25
The new method is especially appealing for rigid-body
MD, primarily because numerical stability can, in this
case, extend up to time-step sizes large enough to yield
pronounced discretization errors. For rigid water, which
served as an excellent test case, we were able to correct
discretization errors in ensemble averages computed with
time-step sizes up to 5 fs, thus outperforming not only
the KLN method,13 but also a reimplementation for rigid
bodies of the NHC integrator introduced by Martyna et
al.,29 as well as stochastic rescaling26 applied simultane-
ously to translational and angular velocities.
This paper proceeds as follows. In Secs. II A and II B
we review the rigid-body dynamics in the NVE and NVT
ensembles. This is followed by our developments on back-
ward error analysis, which we employ in Sec. II D to de-
rive a new NVT scheme, whose performance we assess
in Sec. III. Finally, we present some concluding remarks
in Sec. IV. Appendix A contains a detailed derivation
of the shadow Hamiltonian approximation for a system
containing rigid bodies.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Hamiltonian Dynamics with Rigid Bodies: Notation
and Symplectic Integration
In a previous paper,7 we took advantage of a particular
factorization of the orientation matrix expressed in terms
of quaternion components to derive a new exact solution
for torque-free rotations and use it as part of a symplectic
integrator for rigid bodies.
The Hamiltonian system of ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODE) that describes the rigid-body motion is given
by7
r˙ =M−1p, (1a)
p˙ = F, (1b)
q˙ =
1
2
B(q)ω, and (1c)
p˙i =
1
2
B(pi)ω + 2C(q)τ . (1d)
In these equations, r is the center-of-mass position of
the body, p is its linear momentum, q is a unit quaternion
that determines its orientation, and pi is the quaternion-
conjugate momentum. Vectors F and τ are, respectively,
the resultant force and torque exerted on the body, both
represented in the space-fixed frame of reference, and
ω = 12I
−1Bt(q)pi is the three-dimensional angular ve-
locity in the body-fixed frame. Matrices M and I are
diagonal ones. The former contains the body mass in all
three diagonal entries while the latter contains the three
principal moments of inertia. Finally, the matrix-valued
functions B and C, given by
B(q) =
 −q2 −q3 −q4q1 −q4 q3q4 q1 −q2
−q3 q2 q1

and
C(q) =
 −q2 −q3 −q4q1 q4 −q3−q4 q1 q2
q3 −q2 q1

are related to the rotation matrix A(q) through the fac-
torization A(q) = Bt(q)C(q) that was mentioned at the
beginning of this section. Eq. (1) preserves the con-
straints qtq = 1 and qtpi = 0, as well as the value of
a Hamiltonian
H = K(p,q,pi) + U(r,q), (2)
where K and U are the kinetic and potential energies of
the body, respectively. While the form of U(r,q) depends
on the specific interaction model, the kinetic energy is
given by
K =
1
2
ptM−1p+
1
8
pi
tB(q)I−1Bt(q)pi. (3)
3Eqs. (1) to (3) can also represent a system of N inter-
acting rigid bodies if we consider that vectors r, p, q, and
pi contain the corresponding properties of all bodies com-
bined in a single vector. The size of diagonal matricesM
and I also increases to 3N×3N in this case. In addition,
B(q) and C(q) become block-diagonal matrices with 4N
rows and 3N columns. Yet, the notation can be made
even more general if r, p, and M are enlarged further so
as to accommodate a number of individual point masses.
A numerical solution of Eq. (1) is usually represented
by a stepwise application of the classical time-evolution
propagator23 ehiLNVE to the system configuration, where
h is the time-step size and iLNVE is the Liouville operator
associated to H, which is
iLNVE = p
tM−1
∂
∂r
+
1
2
ω
tBt(q)
∂
∂q
+ Ft
∂
∂p
+
[
1
2
ω
tBt(pi) + 2τ tCt(q)
]
∂
∂pi
.
(4)
A symplectic, time-reversible integrator can be devised
by splitting the exponential operator according to the
Trotter-Suzuki formula30,31
ehiLNVE = e
h
2
iLBehiLAe
h
2
iLB +O(h3), (5)
where iLA + iLB = iLNVE. In the Verlet-type splitting
of Ref. 7, the action of propagator e
h
2
iLB is a kick that
changes the linear and quaternion momenta according
to p = p∗ + h2F
∗ and pi = pi∗ + hC(q∗)τ ∗, respec-
tively; where the asterisk denotes the state of the sys-
tem immediately before the propagation occurs. The
action of ehiLA is a simultaneous uniform translation
(r = r∗ + hM−1p∗) and torque-free rotation along a
full time step. We have derived7 an exact solution for
torque-free rotations in a form that facilitates computer
implementation and allows, differently from other ex-
isting solutions,32–34 a unified treatment of asymmet-
ric, symmetric, and spherical tops. This solution was
used to evaluate the simpler NO-SQUISH method.10
Despite its approximate treatment of rotations, which
are split into several revolutions around the principal
axes,35 that method proved to be very accurate in liquid-
phase simulations.7 This justifies its more widespread
use. However, having an exact solution for free rota-
tions at hand is crucial for the feasibility of backward
error analysis, as it will become clear in Sec. II C and
Appendix A.
B. NVT Dynamics with a Single Nose´-Hoover Chain:
Notation and Measure-Preserving Integration
In this work, we couple a single Nose´-Hoover chain
thermostat25 to both the translational and rotational de-
grees of freedom of the rigid-body system. To this end, we
consider an extra generalized coordinate ηj and its con-
jugate momentum pηj for each thermostat j = 1, · · · ,M .
The flow in the extended phase-space no longer conserves
the Hamiltonian H, but an extended energy given by25
H = K + U +
M∑
j=1
p2ηj
2Qj
+ LkBTη1 + kBT
M∑
j=2
ηj , (6)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the target tem-
perature, L is a constant to be determined, and each Qj
is an inertial parameter. As recommended in Ref. 25, we
can make Q1 = LkBT t
2
d and Qj = kBT t
2
d for j ≥ 2, where
td is a characteristic time scale of the thermostat chain.
By employing the method of Sergi and Ferrario,36 we
obtain the equations of motion for the NVT dynamics
with a single thermostat chain, which are
r˙ =M−1p, (7a)
p˙ = F− α1p, (7b)
q˙ =
1
2
B(q)ω, (7c)
p˙i =
1
2
B(pi)ω + 2C(q)τ − α1pi, (7d)
η˙j = αj , and (7e)
p˙ηj = Gj − αj+1pηj for 1 ≤ j ≤M. (7f)
In these equations, αj = pηj/Qj for j ≤ M and
αM+1 = 0, while Gj is a generalized force acting on ther-
mostat j, defined as
G1 = p
t ∂K
∂p
+ pit
∂K
∂pi
− LkBT and (8a)
Gj =
p2ηj−1
Qj−1
− kBT for j > 1. (8b)
With K defined as in Eq. (3), it turns out that G1 =
2K − LkBT . If there are no external forces, the vec-
tor quantity eη1
∑N
i=1 pi and the extended energy H are
conserved, while the system’s center-of-mass position and
the η coordinates can be considered as driven variables.37
Moreover, 2N equations must be eliminated due to the
constraints involving q and pi. In the general case, by
taking all these facts into account and applying the anal-
ysis of Tuckerman et al.,37 we can deduce that the correct
canonical distribution is attained if we make L = 6N . In
a particular situation in which we set
∑N
i=1 pi = 0 at the
onset of the simulation, we must make L = 6N − 3.38
Eq. (7) defines an invariant measure in the extended
phase-space,39 and it is possible to devise numerical
solvers that preserve such measure.36,40,41 We have done
it by adapting the integrator introduced by Martyna et
al.29 in light of a criterion explained by Ezra.41 It is worth
noting, however, that such adaptation required us to only
alter the integration of the η coordinates. Since these are
driven variables, with no influence on the dynamics of the
system, we can conclude that the practical importance of
such alteration is small.
By defining a propagator ehLNVT , where LNVT is a gen-
eralized (i.e. non-Hamiltonian) Liouville operator, the
4splitting goes as
ehLNVT = e
h
2
LNHCehiLNVEe
h
2
LNHC +O(h3), (9)
where iLNVE is the same operator of Sec. II A and LNHC
aggregates all new terms introduced by the Nose´-Hoover
chain. This one can be split even further as
e
h
2
LNHC =
[(
1∏
j=M
e
h
4n
Lj
)
e
h
2n
L0
(
M∏
j=1
e
h
4n
Lj
)]n
.
In the scheme above, the first propagator to act is
e
h
4n
LM , which promotes a kick in the momentum of ther-
mostatM expressed as pηM = p
∗
ηM
+G∗M
h
4n . Then, prop-
agators e
h
4n
Lj act sequentially, with j varying fromM−1
down to 1. With φ(x) = 1−e
−x
x
, the effect of each one is
translated as29
pηj = p
∗
ηj
+
(
G∗j − α
∗
j+1p
∗
ηj
)
φ
(
α∗j+1h
4n
)
h
4n
and
ηj+1 = η
∗
j+1 + α
∗
j+1
h
4n
.
After that, propagator e
h
2n
L0 establishes the effect of
thermostat 1 on the motion of the rigid bodies, as well
as the evolution of coordinate η1. Its action is expressed
as p = e−α
∗
1
h
2np∗, pi = e−α
∗
1
h
2npi
∗, and η1 = η
∗
1 + α
∗
1
h
2n .
Finally, propagators e
h
4n
Lj are applied once again, but
now with index j ascending from 1 to M .
Due to its low computational cost, the whole proce-
dure described above can be repeated n times with little
impact on the overall integration effort. This makes it
feasible to increase the time step h without ruining the
accuracy of the NHC part. In contrast, evaluating the
NVE part is expensive for involving force/torque compu-
tations and, in addition, its accuracy goes down quickly
as h increases.6,7 A high-order integration scheme42,43
could possibly admit larger time steps, but it would raise
both cost and complexity due to the need to evaluate
(or approximate numerically) the force/torque gradients.
Omelyan’s processed splitting approach44 seems promis-
ing, but its extension to the NVT case without doing
back-and-forth processing at every time step would re-
quire further theoretical development. Here we choose to
take a different path. Instead of trying to increase accu-
racy in the evaluation of ehiLNVE, we attempt to quan-
tify the discretization errors, with which we can both
tune the thermostatting procedure and properly weight
the sampled configurations when ensemble averages are
computed.
C. Backward Error Analysis
In order to explain our approach, we turn the attention
again to the NVE case. A known property of splitting
methods applied to Hamiltonian ODE systems is that
they provide approximate solutions which are Hamilto-
nian as well. Hence, a trajectory generated to be roughly
consistent with the specified function H will be exactly
consistent with a nearby (albeit unknown) function HS,
referred to as a shadow Hamiltonian,45 which explicitly
depends on the time-step size h.
A new result we present here is an analytically derived
approximation forHS, referred to here as a refined Hamil-
tonian H˜, concerning a system of rigid bodies whose dy-
namics is integrated via the unsplit rotation method of
Ref. 7. A detailed derivation is provided in Appendix A.
As demonstrated therein, such approximation is given by
HS = K˜+U˜+O(h
4), where K˜ and U˜ are the refined ver-
sions of the kinetic and potential energies, respectively.
The latter is given by
U˜ = U −
h2
24
(
FtM−1F+ τ tAtI−1Aτ
)
. (10)
Note that U˜ becomes dependent on h2 but, like U , it
is independent of p and pi. In turn, the refined kinetic
energy can be expressed as
K˜ =
1
2
[
p
pi
]t
Ω˜(r,q, h2)
[
p
pi
]
, (11)
where Ω˜ is a matrix-valued function of r, q, and h2 given
by Ω˜ = Ω + (h2/6)ΩΞΩt. In this definition, Ξ is the
Hessian matrix of the potential energy with respect to [rq],
while Ω is a block-diagonal matrix defined so that K =
1
2 [
p
pi
]tΩ[p
pi
]. Although Ω˜ is symmetric like Ω, its structure
is not block-diagonal due to the inter-body interactions
accounted for in U(r,q) and to the dependency of forces
and torques on both r and q. As a result, one cannot
generally split the refined kinetic energy into independent
translational and rotational contributions.
Now notice that a trajectory generated by the splitting
scheme of Eq. (5), which is intended to approach the
exact solution of Eq. (1), will even more closely approach
the solution of a modified ODE system given by
r˙ =
∂K˜
∂p
, q˙ =
∂K˜
∂pi
, p˙ = −
∂H˜
∂r
, and p˙i = −
∂H˜
∂q
.
The first two of these equations can be combined to-
gether so that we can use Eq. (11) to obtain[
r˙
q˙
]
= Ω˜(r,q, h2)
[
p
pi
]
. (12)
Analytical calculation of U˜ via Eq. (10) is straightfor-
ward. In contrast, although it is possible to compute K˜
by direct evaluation of Eq. (11), this is a complex and
expensive task. Fortunately, we can estimate it rather
easily by following Eastwood et al.,8 who employed nu-
merical differentiation to estimate the time-derivatives r˙
and q˙ directly from the obtained NVE trajectory. Con-
sidering k-th order estimators r˙[k] and q˙[k], we substitute
5Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) to find out that
K˜ =
1
2
(
ptr˙[k] + pitq˙[k]
)
+O(hk). (13)
For reasons that will become clear shortly, we employ
an asymmetric, four-point stencil formula for estimating
r˙ at a given instant t, which is
r˙
[3]
t =
rt−2h − 6rt−h + 3rt + 2rt+h
6h
.
In the case of quaternions, as a simple polynomial in-
terpolation is insufficient to ensure that qtiq˙i = 0 at all
times for each body i, such as required for preserving the
unit-norm constraint,7 we estimate the time-derivative q˙
by means of46
q˙
[3]
t = Π(qt)
qt−2h − 6qt−h + 3qt + 2qt+h
6h
,
where Π(q) is a block-diagonal projection matrix, with
each diagonal block given by Πi = 1 − qiq
t
i, where 1 is
the identity matrix.
The observation that H˜ still has a quadratic-form
dependency on the momenta has an important conse-
quence: it ensures the validity of Tolman’s generalized
equipartition theorem8,24,47 regarding a system with this
Hamiltonian. Moreover, as such dependency lies exclu-
sively in K˜, an outcome of this theorem for a system with
L degrees of freedom is that
LkBT =
〈
pt
∂K˜
∂p
+ pit
∂K˜
∂pi
〉
h
= 2〈K˜〉h, (14)
where subscript h points out that this average depends
on the employed time-step size. The expression above
extends the main result of Eastwood et al.8 to systems
containing rigid bodies. It provides a temperature esti-
mator in substitution to the ordinary one, which is pro-
portional to 〈K〉. We emphasize that the temperature
in Eq. (14) concerns the system that has actually been
simulated, rather than the one initially specified.
D. Refinement of the NVT Dynamics
Bringing the attention back to the NVT case, our pro-
posal for dealing with discretization effects consists in
acknowledging that the middle propagator in Eq. (9), if
split according to Eq. (5), will produce a phase-space
move that is more closely consistent with the modified
Hamiltonian equations than with the original ones. Thus,
we should adjust the Nose´-Hoover chain with the aim
of obtaining a distribution proportional to e−βH˜ rather
than e−βH , where β = 1
kBT
. Fortunately, this entails
solving Eq. (7) almost exactly, by means of splitting, as
described before. The only required modification is that
K˜ should replace K in Eq. (8a), which then becomes
G1 = 2K˜ − LkBT. (15)
r(t)
ehiLNVE
rt−2h rt−h rt rt+h
v ir
tua l step v ir
tua l step
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the executed steps in
a single time-step of our refined NVT dynamics. The solid
arrow represents the NVE part of the integration, while the
dotted arrows emphasize that forward and backward steps
are carried out for positions and orientations with the only
purpose of approximating their time-derivatives at point t.
Also, the refined extended energy preserved by this ap-
proach is now given by
H˜ = K˜ + U˜ +
M∑
j=1
p2ηj
2Qj
+ LkBTη1 + kBT
M∑
j=2
ηj . (16)
One instant in which K˜ must be evaluated is imme-
diately after the action of propagator ehiLNVE . This
takes place once per time step, intercalating with non-
Hamiltonian propagations. Therefore, at such instant
there is no previous record of a Hamiltonian trajectory
from which we can estimate r˙ and q˙ with high accuracy.
Fortunately, only positions and orientations are required
for the numerical differentiation. This allows us to gener-
ate a four-point stencil by executing two virtual, incom-
plete Verlet steps, backward and forward in time, such as
illustrated in Fig. 1. By virtual and incomplete we mean,
respectively, that these steps are never incorporated to
the trajectory and that they are aborted once the posi-
tions and orientations have been updated. Thus, we can
obtain the estimates r˙[3] and q˙[3] without any additional
force evaluation, which results in a small computational
overhead.
In addition, K˜ must be reevaluated after the action of
propagator e
h
2n
L0 , which scales both p and pi by a fac-
tor e−α
∗
1
h
2n . Because such action leaves the positions and
quaternions unchanged and, as a consequence, the matrix
Ω˜(r,q, h2) in Eq. (11) remains unaltered, the reevalua-
tion of K˜ is done as simply as K˜ = e−α
∗
1
h
n K˜∗.
As an example of application in stochastic thermostats,
we consider the velocity-rescaling scheme introduced by
Bussi et al.26 Its refined version can be simply obtained
by substituting K by K˜ in Eq. (A7) of Ref. 26. In the
implementation used to obtain some of the results in
Sec. III C, we also split the stochastic propagator in order
to have a Trotter-Suzuki type of integration (whereas a
leap-frog type is used originally).
Finally, we recall that configurations are sampled from
a distribution proportional to e−βH˜ . Notwithstanding,
it is possible to compute ensemble averages consistent
with a distribution proportional to e−βH , which would
have been obtained if h → 0. For this, we simply need
to reweight any computed observable A in accordance
6with48
〈A〉0 =
〈
A exp
(
H˜−H
kBT
)〉
h〈
exp
(
H˜−H
kBT
)〉
h
. (17)
A drawback of our approach is that the resulting in-
tegrator lacks time-reversal symmetry due to the asym-
metric differentiation formulas. As a matter of fact, long-
term reversibility is not generally achievable with soft-
ware that relies on floating-point arithmetics. In any
event, if short-term reversibility is a requirement, one can
simply employ a symmetric five-point stencil formula, at
the price of one additional force computation round per
time step. Higher-order derivative estimates can also be
obtained in this fashion if necessary.
III. APPLICATION TO THE SIMULATION OF LIQUID
WATER
In this section, we analyze the performance of our pro-
posed NVT-MD method and compare its results to those
obtained by employing both the method of Kamberaj,
Low, and Neal13 (KLN) and the NHC integrator of Mar-
tyna et al.29 with our adaptations for rigid bodies.
The system under study has periodic boundary con-
ditions and contains 903 TIP3P9 water molecules at a
density of 970 kg/m3. The 12-6 Lennard-Jones and
damped Coulombic interactions were truncated at 10 A˚
and smoothed by a switching function over the range
from 9.5 A˚ to 10 A˚, such as done in Ref. 7. The damping
of Coulombic interactions was done by a factor erfc(−αr),
with α = 0.29 A˚
−1
. In addition, all thermostated simu-
lations were carried out considering a time-scale constant
td = 100 fs (or τ = 100 fs, in the terminology of Ref. 26).
In order to verify if the total energies sampled in the
simulations were consistent with the canonical ensemble,
we employed the testing procedure developed by Shirts
in Ref. 49. All the NVT-MD methods investigated here
succeeded in the test for time-step sizes up to 5 fs (results
not shown).
A. Refined Hamiltonian Calculation in NVE Simulations
We start by examining how much the refined Hamilto-
nian departs from the specified one in NVE simulations.
This is a direct way of determining the magnitude of the
discretization errors50 and is essential for discussing the
NVT case. In Fig. 2 we show the time evolution of both
H˜ (dotted lines) and H (solid lines) for the water sys-
tem using different time-step sizes. For this, we used
the numerical scheme of Eq. (5) with the unsplit solu-
tion of Ref. 7 applied for the rotations. The four-point
differentiation formulas presented in Sec. II D were em-
ployed for computing the refined kinetic energy. As ex-
pected, H˜ is very well conserved and is close to H when
0 2 4 6
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FIG. 2. Specified Hamiltonian H (solid lines) and refined
Hamiltonian H˜ (dotted lines) for different time-step sizes (h)
obtained from NVE MD simulations of 903 TIP3P9 water
molecules using the numerical scheme of Eq. (5) with the
unsplit rotation method.7
h = 1 fs, but rapidly departs from H when h increases.
It is worth remarking that H˜ corresponds to a simple
and, most importantly, computationally inexpensive ap-
proximation of the truly conserved shadow Hamiltonian.
As a result, we observe increasing fluctuations in H˜ for
h = 3 fs and h = 4 fs. This is an indication that 1) the
employed four-point formulas do not provide derivatives
with the required accuracy and/or 2) the neglected high-
order terms of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff series (see
Appendix A) would contribute notably to the shadow
Hamiltonian.
B. Numerical Stability
As described in Sec. II D, it is possible to introduce
the refined kinetic energy K˜ in an NVT integrator with-
out a substantial increase in computational effort. How-
ever, this can only be achieved by limiting the order
of approximation of numerical derivatives and sacrific-
ing short-term reversibility. This introduces the question
of whether these conditions will influence the long-term
stability of the method, especially if one tries to make
use of large time steps.
Here we define a drift rate, denoted by R, as the long-
term rate of change of a quantity in a supposedly equi-
librated MD simulation. It is defined as the slope of a
least-square regression line expressing such quantity as
a function of time. Recall that the symmetric scheme
of Martyna et al.29 is supposed to preserve the extended
energy H given by Eq. (6). In the case of our proposed
method, which we refer to as Refined NHC, the conserved
extended energy is H˜ , such as defined by Eq. (16). In
Fig. 3, we present drift rates of these quantities com-
puted in liquid water simulations, with 18 ns of produc-
tion time, carried out with different time-step sizes. As
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FIG. 3. Influence of the time-step size (h) on the long-term
drift rate (R) in: the extended energy (H˜, black squares) and
its refined Hamiltonian (H˜, green up triangles) part for our
NVT method, as well as in the extended energy (H , red x)
for the method due to Martyna et al.29 and in the refined
Hamiltonian (H˜, blue circles) for the numerical scheme of
Eq. (5) with unsplit solution of rotation.
one can observe, long-term stability is slightly improved
by our method if h ≤ 5 fs, indicating that there is little
or no impact of the lack of time-reversal symmetry on R.
Fig. 3 also contains drift rates computed for the refined
Hamiltonian H˜ in an NVE simulation.7 Up to h = 6 fs,
these rates practically coincide with those obtained for
H˜ with the Refined NHC scheme, indicating that the
major causes for the observed drift takes place during
evaluations of the NVE propagator. As the interaction
potential we use is very smooth at cutoff, a possible cause
is the amplification of round-off errors which can occur in
events of close interatomic approaches.50 For time steps
larger than 6 fs, the NVE integration becomes fully un-
stable. In contrast, all NVT integrators manage to re-
main numerically stable at least up to h = 10 fs, but at
the cost of displaying exceedingly large drifts in their cor-
responding extended energies, as one can see the inset of
Fig. 3. Trying to look for the cause of this behavior, we
also present drift rates computed for the refined Hamil-
tonian H˜ in the simulations carried out with the Refined
NHC method. Recall that this part of H˜ represents the
total energy of the system. Note that no drift occurs for
H˜, not even for the largest considered time steps, showing
that the thermostat stabilizes the numerical integration
of the physical variables. This has already been noticed
by Davidchack6 and also by Bond and Leimkuhler,51 who
in this respect stated that “the thermostat acts as a sort
of reservoir for numerical errors”.
To end this section, we report in Fig. 4 an anomalous
behavior observed when the KLN method13 is employed.
Particularly, one can see in Fig. 4(a) that, for each time-
step size, the extended energy H drifts upwards until
reaching a steady-state value at which the integrator be-
comes stable. These results were obtained with our own
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of (a) the extended energy and (b)
of each thermostat energy for the NVT method introduced
by Kamberaj, Low, and Neal.13 In part (b), the negative val-
ues correspond to the thermostat coupled to the translational
degrees of freedom.
simulation code and double-checked using LAMMPS15
with a customized pair style. As already mentioned, the
KLN scheme13 couples separate NHC thermostats to the
rotational and translational degrees of freedom. Consid-
ering a different factorization scheme, Davidchack6 dis-
covered the existence of energy flows between the two
thermostats. This is confirmed for the KLN method13 in
Fig. 4(b), where we depict separately the contribution of
each thermostat to the extended energyH . In this figure,
the negative energy values always correspond to the ther-
mostat coupled to the translational degrees of freedom.
Therefore, energy flows from this thermostat to the one
coupled to the rotational degrees. Interestingly, Fig. 4
shows that the rate at which the thermostats approach
steady state decreases with h. As far as we know, this
behavior has not been reported before.
C. Correction of Discretization Effects on Computed
Thermodynamic Properties
In the previous section, we have seen that drifts in the
extended energy of an NVT simulation can accumulate
in the thermostat-related variables, thus preventing nu-
merical instability from happening. This allows simula-
tions to be executed with large time steps, which could in
principle be used to save computer time. However, as we
8will show in this section, discretization errors can become
manifest before any risk of instability arises. Fortunately,
our proposed methodology is capable of mitigating the
effect of these errors on ensemble averages computed for
the simulated system.
In Fig. 5, we present some thermodynamic properties
computed for our liquid-water system using several NVT-
MD methods and time-step sizes. All simulations were
carried out for T = 298 K and the analyzed quantities
are the estimated temperature
Test =
2〈K〉
(6N − 3)kB
,
the mean potential energy per molecule 〈U/N〉, the mean
internal virial per molecule 〈W/N〉, and the constant-
volume specific heat capacity
cV =
∂〈H/N〉
∂T
=
〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2
NkBT 2
.
The internal virial W is computed as described in
Ref. 7. All graphical symbols in Fig. 5 represent results
obtained after 18 ns of production time, while the lines
are just guides for the eyes. The horizontal dotted lines
are meant to help us visualize the departure of the com-
puted properties from their expected values, which are es-
timated by averaging the results obtained from the three
refined methods (see details below) with h = 1 fs. Er-
ror bars represent 95% confidence intervals estimated via
overlapping batch means52,53 and standard uncertainty
propagation formulas.
Fig. 5 contains results of five different NVT integra-
tors. Our measure-preserving extension to rigid bodies
of the splitting scheme by Martyna et al.29 is the basis of
three of them. Recall that this is a deterministic method
in which a single Nose´-Hoover chain25 is attached to all
degrees of freedom. First, the method is applied in a
conventional (i.e. unrefined) way with the unsplit solu-
tion of Ref. 7 being used for handling rotations. Then,
it is modified by introducing the refinement/reweighting
procedure proposed in Sec. II D. In Fig. 5, these two in-
tegrators are referred to as NHC and Refined NHC, re-
spectively. Next, we replace the unsplit rotation solution
by the simpler NO-SQUISH splitting of Miller et al.,10
denoting the resulting integrator by Refined NHC/NSQ
in Fig. 5. We note that our refinement procedure is only
rigorously valid (see Appendix A) for unsplit rotations.
Nevertheless, it is known that NO-SQUISH rotations ap-
proach them almost indistinguishably in the case of wa-
ter if small time steps are employed.7 The fourth inte-
grator we test is a refined version of the velocity rescal-
ing method of Bussi, Donadio, and Parrinello,26 which
differs from the others by involving a global stochastic
thermostat. This is identified in Fig. 5 as Refined CSVR
(acronym for Canonical Stochastic Velocity Rescaling).
Finally, we also consider the double-thermostat KLN
integrator13 for comparison purposes, despite the spu-
rious energy flux it generates (see Sec. III B). This is to
show that the method, denoted by KLN in Fig. 5, also
exhibits discretization-related issues not present in other
integrators. We stress that thermodynamic properties
are estimated in distinct ways for the conventional and
the refined integrators. For the former class, simple aver-
ages are taken from the sampled configurations. For the
latter, reweighting is carried out via Eq. (17).
In Fig. 5(a), we see that the estimated temperature for
the thermostat identified as KLN decreases appreciably
as the time step size increases. This behavior is typical of
Verlet-like NVE integrators,6,7 indicating that the KLN
factorization scheme13 produces a relatively weak effect
on the particle momenta. On the other hand, the strin-
gent temperature control achieved by the NHC scheme
leads to a severely degraded accuracy in both 〈U/N〉 and
〈W/N〉, as noted in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. Ac-
cording to the results of Fig. 2, discretization errors in
the NVE integration become manifest at 2 fs. Thus, the
apparent success of the unrefined NHC scheme, in terms
of kinetic energy control along the entire range of time-
step sizes considered, is wiped out by those discretization
errors. If not handled properly, they can yield unreliable
configurational properties.
From Fig. 5, it becomes clear that the refined schemes
produce significantly improved results. For h ≤ 5 fs, we
are able to accurately reproduce the specified tempera-
ture and compute other thermodynamic properties con-
sidered. For longer time steps, a small but clear system-
atic error is present, as the computed averages slightly
depart from the reference values. In principle, this could
be mitigated by using a higher-order approximation to
the shadow Hamiltonian. Nonetheless, we cannot antic-
ipate whether the ability to increase the step size would
compensate the additional effort required per time step.
As stated above, the NO-SQUISH solution10,35 is very
accurate for the system and time-step sizes considered
here,7 which explains the remarkable agreement between
the results shown in Fig. 5 for the Refined NHC and Re-
fined NHC/NSQ schemes. This is an advantage because
the NO-SQUISH method is much simpler to implement
than the exact rotation solution and is already available
in LAMMPS15 and other MD packages.
Regarding the refinement of stochastic methods, the
results obtained from the Refined CSVR scheme are sim-
ilar to those from other refined ones. This was expected
because the unrefined versions of the CSVR26 (stochas-
tic) and the NHC29 (deterministic) thermostats for rigid
bodies produce virtually identical properties as functions
of the time-step size (results not shown). Similar be-
havior is expected for other global thermostats such as
the Nose´-Hoover-Langevin method.27,28 Extension of our
approach to massive Langevin-type thermostats,54–56 in
which every degree of freedom is acted upon indepen-
dently, is beyond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, we
envision that this would entail using the components of
entrywise products between p and r˙[n], and also between
pi and q˙[n] in the case of rigid bodies, instead of the scalar
products present in Eq. (13).
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FIG. 5. Effect of the time-step size on (a) the estimated temperature, (b) the mean potential energy per molecule, (c) the mean
internal virial per molecule, and (d) the constant-volume specific heat of water, as obtained from NVT-MD simulations of 903
TIP3P9 water molecules at T = 298 K and ρ = 970 kg/m3 and employing different numerical integration schemes. The NHC
scheme (•) corresponds to the Nose´-Hoover Chain integrator of Martyna et al.29 extended to rigid bodies with analytically
computed free rotations.7 The Refined NHC scheme () is obtained by subjecting the preceding method to the refinement
procedure described in Sec. IID. The Refined NHC/NSQ scheme (N) differs from Refined NHC only in that the approximate
NO-SQUISH10,35 solution is used for free rotations. The Refined CSVR scheme (×) corresponds to the canonical stochastic
velocity rescaling method26 subject to refinement as well. Finally, the KLN scheme (H) is the double-thermostat method of
Kamberaj, Low, and Neal.13
Fig. 5(d) contains results for the constant-volume spe-
cific heat capacity, which are not noticeably influenced
by the discretization errors when h ≤ 5 fs, not even if
the KLN method is employed. This means that the nu-
merical artifacts do not affect the variance as much as
they affect the mean of the total energy distribution.
With the aim of highlighting the importance of the
reweighting procedure, in Fig. 6 we show the free en-
ergy difference per water molecule (∆F/N) between the
actually sampled and the target states, obtained with
the Refined NHC scheme as a function of the time-step
size. Note that ∆F corresponds to the logarithm of the
denominator of Eq. (17). It should be mentioned that
the other refined schemes yield similar results and, as ex-
pected, the free energy difference is non-negligible except
for the smallest time steps.
We end this section with a discussion about discretiza-
tion effects on the kinetic energy partition amongst trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom. Davidchack6
has already performed a thorough analysis of such effects
in thermostated rigid-body dynamics. Here we comple-
ment his study by including the KLN method13 and by
showing that the refinement procedure is able to miti-
gate the observed artifacts. In Fig. 7, we present com-
puted averages of the translational (Kt) and rotational
(Kr) kinetic energies as functions of the time-step size,
and compare them to the values that would be expected
by assuming equipartition. In Figs. 7(a) to 7(c), these
were calculated from the average kinetic energy 〈K〉 by
means of 〈Kt〉eq =
3N−3
6N−3 〈K〉 and 〈Kr〉eq =
3N
6N−3〈K〉. For
Fig. 7(d), K is simply replaced by K˜ in these equations.
In a previous work,7 we have shown that the rotational
energy is more strongly influenced by the time-step size
in the NVE case than the translational energy. This oc-
curs because the rotational degrees of freedom display
the fastest motion in a rigid water molecule.7 In Fig. 7(a),
one can see that the KLN method13 tends, once again, to
reproduce the behavior of the NVE integration. The re-
sults of Fig. 7(b) were obtained by using the NHC scheme
of Martyna et al.29 applied to rigid bodies. These re-
sults are similar to those shown in Fig. 7(a), in the sense
that the simulated translational and rotational compo-
nents deviate upwards and downwards, respectively, from
their equipartioned values. This observation is in conso-
nance with the analysis of Ref. 6. To some extent, our
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FIG. 6. Difference in free energy per water molecule between
the actually sampled and the target states as a function of
the time-step size. The sampling was done by employing the
Refined NHC scheme, while the target state is consistent with
a distribution proportional to e−βH , where H corresponds to
the specified Hamiltonian.
refinement/reweighting procedure is able to correct these
deviations, as one can see in Fig. 7(c). Finally, by ob-
serving Fig. 7(d), one can note that the refined transla-
tional and rotational kinetic energies, K˜t =
1
2p
tr˙[3] and
K˜r =
1
2pi
tq˙[3], being estimates of their “shadow” coun-
terparts, comply with Tolman’s equipartition theorem24
for time-step sizes up to 5 fs.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have devised a simple, general ap-
proach that integrates backward error analysis into Nose´-
Hoover chains and other global thermostats. The ra-
tionale for our proposal arises from recognizing that a
“shadow kinetic energy” should substitute the conven-
tional one in the equations that dictate the thermostat
action. In practice, we employ backward error analysis to
compute, with small computational overhead, a refined
version of the kinetic energy, which serves as an estimate
for its shadow analogue. This turns out to be crucial for
simulations that display considerable discretization er-
rors, in which a more precise definition of the simulation
temperature8 is obtained by applying Tolman’s general-
ized equipartition theorem to the refined kinetic energy
rather than to the conventional one.
Significant enhancement was achieved for a system
of rigid TIP3P-water molecules.9 Analytical derivation
of a refined Hamiltonian formula for rigid bodies was
greatly facilitated by considering an unsplit integration
of rotations, such as in the method we have recently
introduced.7 In practice, we have been able to remove se-
rious artifacts which take place when the method of Kam-
beraj, Low, and Neal13 or a rigid-body extension of the
standard Nose´-Hoover chain thermostat25,29 is used with
time steps larger than 1 fs. The refinement/reweighting
approach described in Sec. II D corrected discretization
effects in computed thermodynamic properties of water
for time-step sizes up to 5 fs. This is of paramount im-
portance as it allows us to actually exploit the useful
coarse-graining strategy provided by rigid-body MD by
increasing the time-step size without sacrificing accuracy.
Finally, it is worth remarking that our method is not
limited to rigid bodies. It can also be employed in con-
junction with other constrained MD schemes, such as
SHAKE57 and RATTLE,58 for instance. Of course, con-
straints must be properly taken into account in the com-
putation of time-derivatives of atomic positions, as was
done here for the time-derivatives of quaternions.
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Appendix A: Shadow Hamiltonian Approximation for Rigid
Bodies
For two non-commutative Liouville operators iLA
and iLB and a real constant h, the symmetric Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula can be expressed
as45
e
h
2
iLBehiLAe
h
2
iLB =
= eh(iLA+iLB)+
h3
24
[2iLA+iLB,[iLA,iLB]]+O(h
5),
(A1)
where [X,Y ] = XY −Y X is the commutator of operators
X and Y . The remaining terms of the infinite series
involve ever-deepening nested commutators.45
Let us now represent the operators iLA and iLB us-
ing Poisson brackets involving Hamiltonians HA andHB,
that is, iLA = {◦,HA} and iLB = {◦,HB}. By employ-
ing the property of anti-commutativity and the Jacobi
identity,45 we can deduce that
[iLA, iLB] = {{◦,HB},HA} − {{◦,HA},HB} =
= −{HA, {◦,HB}} − {HB, {HA, ◦}} =
= {◦, {HB,HA}} =
= {◦, iLAHB}.
This means that the commutator [iLA, iLB] is, in fact,
a new Liouville operator iLC whose associated Hamilto-
nian is HC = iLAHB. By applying this procedure recur-
sively, we can rewrite the right-hand side of Eq. (A1) as
ehiLS, where iLS is the Liouville operator whose associ-
ated Hamiltonian is
HS = HA +HB +
h2
24
(2iLA + iLB)iLAHB +O(h
4).
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FIG. 7. Influence of the time-step size on the kinetic energy partition in NVT-MD simulations of 903 TIP3P9 water molecules.
Part (a) contains results obtained from the KLN method.13 The results in Part (b) were obtained by using the NHC method29
extended for rigid bodies and without any refinement. In Part (c), they were obtained from our Refined NHC29 method, with
the kinetic energies computed at the target state via reweighting. Finally, Part (d) depict the refined kinetic energies at every
sampled state resulting from the same simulations of Part (c). In all parts, we present the simulated translational (H) and
rotational (N) kinetic energies, as well as the expected translational () and rotational (×) values assuming equipartition.
Therefore, a splitting method meant to approximately
reproduce the dynamics of a system with Hamiltonian
H = HA + HB will, in fact, reproduce exactly (round-
off issues aside) the dynamics of another system with
HamiltonianHS as above. In the literature, HS is usually
referred to as a shadow Hamiltonian.
We remark that a single rigid body is considered in
the development that follows, but the final result can be
readily generalized for a system with multiple bodies.
For the splitting introduced in Sec. II A, HA =
K(p,q,pi) and HB = U(r,q) with the corresponding
Liouville operators iLA = K
t
p
∂
∂r
+ Kt
pi
∂
∂q
− Kt
q
∂
∂pi
and
iLB = −U
t
r
∂
∂p
−U t
q
∂
∂pi
. Note that any gradient like ∂f
∂x
is
now represented as fx for the sake of simplicity. We start
by obtaining iLAHB = K
t
p
Ur +K
t
pi
Uq. Next, we deduce
that
iLAiLAHB = K
t
p
UrrKp + 2K
t
pi
UrqKp +K
t
pi
UqqKpi
+Kt
pi
KpiqUq −K
t
q
KpipiUq,
where the fact that U t
qr
= Urq has been used. As re-
ported in Ref. 7, the identity Bt(q)pi = −Bt(pi)q is use-
ful for performing differentiations. The first-order deriva-
tives of K with respect to p, q, and pi are, respectively,
Kp =M
−1p,
Kq = −
1
2
B(pi)ω, and
Kpi =
1
2
B(q)ω,
where ω = 12I
−1Bt(q)pi = − 12I
−1Bt(pi)q.7 Hence,
Kt
p
UrrKp = p
tM−1UrrM
−1p,
Kt
pi
UrqKp =
1
2
ω
tBt(q)UrqM
−1p,
Kt
pi
UqqKpi =
1
4
ω
tBt(q)UqqB(q)ω.
As ∂ω
t
∂pi
= 12B(q)I
−1, the second-order derivative of K
with respect to pi turns out to be
Kpipi =
1
4
B(q)I−1Bt(q).
Pre-multiplication by Kt
q
will introduce a product
Bt(pi)B(q). This has been shown in Ref. 7 to be equal to
S
(
Bt(pi)q
)
= −2S(Iω), where the operator S(·) builds
a skew-symmetric matrix from the entries of a vector.
In addition, post-multiplication by Uq will introduce a
12
product Bt(q)Uq, which is equal to −2τ b,
7 where τ b is
the body-fixed frame representation of the torque. Then,
the fact that S(x)y = −S(y)x leads to
Kt
q
KpipiUq =
1
2
ω
tS(I−1τ b)Iω.
The term above is identically null, as it corresponds to
the quadratic form built with a skew-symmetric matrix.
Another helpful identity taken from Appendix B of Ref. 7
is B(q)ω = (
∑3
j=1 ωjBˆj)q, where each Bˆj is a skew-
symmetric permutation matrix (i.e. Bˆ
t
j = −Bˆj). This
allows us to obtain
Kpiq =
1
2
(
∂ωt
∂q
)
Bt(q) +
1
2
3∑
j=1
ωjBˆ
t
j =
= −
1
4
B(pi)I−1Bt(q)−
1
2
3∑
j=1
ωjBˆj .
Pre-multiplication by Kt
pi
and post-multiplication by
Uq, followed by some algebraic transformations, ulti-
mately lead to
Kt
pi
KpiqUq = −
1
2
ω
tSt(I−1τ b)Iω +
1
2
ω
tS(τ b)ω.
For the same reason explained above, both terms in
the right-hand side of the equation above are identically
null. We are now able to evaluate iLAiLAHB, which is
iLAiLAHB =p
tM−1UrrM
−1p+ ωtBt(q)UrqM
−1p+
1
4
ω
tBt(q)UqqB(q)ω.
Finally, the term that remains for obtainingHS is given
by
iLBiLAHB = −U
t
r
Kt
pp
Ur − U
t
q
Kt
pipi
Uq =
= −FtM−1F− τ tbI
−1
τ b.
It is convenient to rewrite the total kinetic energy of
the original system, Eq. (3), as a quadratic form K =
1
2 [
p
pi
]tΩ(q)[p
pi
], where Ω is a symmetric, block-diagonal
matrix defined as
Ω =
[
M−1 0
0 14B(q)I
−1Bt(q)
]
. (A2)
We now proceed to present the final expression of
HS, which results from grouping the terms correspond-
ing to forces and torques in the refined potential energy
U˜(r,q, h2), given by
U˜ = U −
h2
24
(
FtM−1F+ τ tAtI−1Aτ
)
,
while the terms that depend on the momentum vectors p
and q are grouped together in the refined kinetic energy
K˜, which can be written in a compact matrix form as
K˜ =
1
2
[
p
pi
]t
Ω˜(r,q, h2)
[
p
pi
]
,
where
Ω˜ = Ω+
h2
6
Ω
[
Urr Urq
Uqr Uqq
]
Ωt.
Finally, the shadow Hamiltonian is given by HS = U˜ +
K˜ +O(h4).
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